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Abstract  
Recent empirical studies have shown that investors are far more likely to be loss averse during bull markets than 
during bear ones. The aim of this short note is to give solid foundations to this empirical evidence. Using the 
benchmark-based preference method we establish a direct connection between the individual perception of the 
market trend and the individual risk preferences. Then we develop a novel definition of loss aversion and gain 
seeking which intuitively captures the human attitudes described by the quotes “losses loom larger than gains” 
and “gains loom larger than losses”, respectively. Our findings have also practical applications.  In fact they 
may offer a solid explanation to the disposition effect. According to this cognitive bias in bull markets investors 
are driven by loss aversion and tend to sell winners too early; whereas in bear markets investors are driven by 
gain seeking and tend to hold losers too long. 
Keywords: Bull and bear markets, loss-gain asymmetry, benchmarking, disposition effect cognitive bias 
1. Introduction 
In recent years behavioral finance and empirical research have demonstrated the influence of market trend 
perception on private investors’ risk preferences. By setting up an asset allocation optimization problem 
performed in the US and UK financial markets, Hwang and Satchell (2010) argue that investors endowed with a 
Kahneman-power type utility function, are far more loss averse during bull markets than during bear ones (see 
also Hofschire, Embo-Mattingly, Gold & Blackwell, 2013). 
The aim of this short note is to provide solid foundations to this human attitude and show that investors’ risk 
preferences are normatively driven by the mismatch between the subjective performance benchmark and market 
expectations. 
First, we formalize the concept of perception of market trends on the basis of investor and market sentiment’s 
mismatched views about the reference-point. Then we use a benchmarking procedure to extrapolate investors’ 
risk preferences according to the benchmark (see Fabozzi, 2009; and Jakóbczak, 2015 for a review). Inspired by 
the seminal definitions of loss aversion proposed by Markowitz (1952), and subsequently expanded by 
Kahnemann and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahnemann (1992) we formalize the human pattern described 
by the Kahnemann and Tversky (1979) dictum “losses loom larger than gains”, where losses and gains are 
referred to investors’ personal reference points.  
Finally, under mild technical assumptions, which are fulfilled by the most common utility functions, we 
demonstrate how loss aversion and gain appetite are normatively influenced by personal expectations of market 
trends.  
Our findings also have immediate practical applications. For example they offer a normative explanation to the 
disposition effect, that is the popular biased behavior that, using Shefrin and Statman (1985)’s words, drives 
investors to “sell winners too early” in bull markets and to “ride losers too long” in bear markets. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definition of perceived market 
trends. Then we show how to extrapolate investors’ risk preferences from the performance benchmark. In 
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Section 3, the definitions of loss aversion and gain appetite are given and our main result presented. In Section 4 
we give a normative explanation of the disposition effect bias. Section 5 concludes the article. The proof is 
presented in the Appendix. 
2. How the Reference-Point Influences Investor’s Perception of Market Trends 
How investors perceive a bullish or bearish market trend is still an open question in the financial literature (for a 
review see Duxbury, 2015; and Muradoglu and Harvey, 2012). Traders usually form their opinions on the 
evaluation of short-term, mid-term and long-term financial index variations. A market switching trend in the US 
and UK stock markets is usually detected by a variation in the S&P 500 Index and the FTSE All-share Index, 
respectively (see Hofschire et al 2013, footnote 1). 
Evidence indicates that in real life form ordinary investors their own opinions on a combination of technical 
analysis and human perception. The evaluations are inherently comparative and benchmark dependent; that is, 
individuals are inclined to view outcomes not in absolute terms, but relative to a reference-points. Since the 
benchmark T of an asset performance is usually linked to the performance of uncertain market indices, as the 
S&P 500 Index, MSCI World or S&P Global 100 indices among others, the benchmark T is an uncertain variable, 
as well. 
A familiar way to describe an uncertain variable T is to assess its shape parameters as the mode (the most likely 
outcome value) and the median (the value that separates the outcome sample into two equally probable sets). In 
the following section we argue that investors’ views about the market trend can be drawn from these two 
parameters’ mismatching. 
2.1 The Investor Reference-Point: The Mode M of the Performance Benchmark 
Heath et al. (1999) and Hoffmann and Kalogeras (2013) argue that individuals dealing with uncertain variables T, 
tend to pick as a reference-point the most likely value, i.e. the mode. From now on, we assume that the uncertain 
benchmark T is an absolutely continuous and unimodal variable (Note 1). It follows that its cumulative 
distribution function (c.d.f.) F is convex for outcomes below the mode (Note 2) M and concave for those above. If 
the mode M coincides with the minimum value of the outcome set, F is concave; if it lies at the maximum value, F 
is convex (for a characterization of distributions with convex c.d.f. see Gnedin and Pitman, 2008). In most cases, 
F is S-shaped with the concavity switching point at the mode M.  These simple comments will turn out to be key 
elements in the discussion to follow. 
2.2 The Market Sentiment Value: The Median M of the Performance Benchmark 
Market sentiment is defined as the generally prevailing attitude or consensus of the investment community. A 
growing number of different market sentiment indicators are quoted daily and monthly (see e.g. Forex sentiment 
indicators; Thomson Reuters MarketPsych Indices (TRMI) among others) and they reflect fundamental and 
technical factors, including price history, economic reports, seasonal factors, and national and world events.  
It is reasonable to assume that market sentiment represents the central value m expressed by the investment 
community over the uncertain variable T. Formally, m is the median of T, such as ( ) 0.5P T m< <  and 

( ) 0.5P T m≥ ≥ .  Thus defined the median m exists and is unique for any absolutely continuous unimodal 
variable, as in our case. 
Now we are ready to introduce an intuitive definition of individual perception of market trends based on the 
mismatch between the individual reference-point (i.e. the mode M) and the market sentiment value (i.e. the 
median m).  
Definition 1.  Let T be an uncertain performance benchmark with mode M and median m. Let M be the investor 
reference-point and m the market sentiment value, then  
a) if M m<  then the investor perceives a bull market trend; 
b) if M m>  then the investor perceives a bear market trend; 
c) if M m=  then the investor perceives a static market trend. 
The intuition behind the above definitions is simple. If the investor reference-point M, is lower than market 
sentiment value m then the investor expects that their investment return will outperform its reference-point M. 
Then the investor is prone to forecast a bullish trend; conversely, if reference-point M is greater than the market 
sentiment value m, the investor is prone to expect a bearish trend. Typically the investor chooses the 
reference-point M equal to the purchase price (see Odean, 1998). 
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2.3 Benchmark-based Asymmetric Preferences 
A long-standing question in behavioral finance is how to assess risk preferences to elicit investors’ cardinal utility. 
Usually elicitation is achieved by submitting computer-run questionnaires concerning choices among alternative 
lotteries.  However, due to difficulty in handling abstract mathematical reasoning respondents may fall into  
inconsistent answers (for an overview of the prevailing methodologies for eliciting risk preferences ranked 
according to their complexity see Charness et al., 2013). To overcome these drawbacks we suggest using the 
benchmarking procedure (see Fabozzi 2009, p. 78 and Jakóbczak 2015 for a review). Following Heath et al. (1999, 
p. 93)’s claim ‘goals inherit the properties of (utility) function’, we elicit investors’ utility functions through 
information about investors’ benchmarks.   
Without loss of generality, we assume that the utility function u is bounded, increasing (but not constant) and 
continuous, so that inf ( ) 0u x =  and sup ( ) 1u x = . As pointed out by Borch (1968, p. 3) and Berhold (1973, p. 
825) the normalized u possesses all properties of a probability distribution. Thus, as argued by Bordley and 
LiCalzi (2000, p. 55) the utility function u can be interpreted as the c.d.f. F of the uncertain performance 
benchmark T to reach (Note 3), so 

( ) ( ) ( )u x P T x F x= ≥ =                                         (1) 
To put it differently, the equation (1) states that the utility ( )u x   can be read as the probability that the outcome x 
exceeds the uncertain benchmark T. For example, )(100€u   can be reworded as the probability that the outcome 
100€  will exceed the benchmark return T, rather than as the cardinal utility of100€ , and vice versa. 
3. Main Result: Loss Aversion during Bull Markets and Gain Seeking During Bear Markets 
According to the original ideas of Markowitz (1952) subsequently developed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) 
and Tversky and Kahneman (1992), we assume that individuals dislike symmetric bets. More precisely, we 
assume that people: (i) value outcomes as gains or losses relative to a reference-point; (ii) make decisions in terms 
of gains or losses rather than final wealth; and (iii) weight gains and losses on an S-shaped Kahneman and Tversky 
utility function with asymmetrical tails. The asymmetric coding mentioned in (iii) can be described by the 
following statements: 
a) “Losses loom larger than gains” (Kahneman and Tversky 1979, p. 279) capturing the idea of loss aversion that 
investors care more about downside with respect to a reference-point than upside potential outcomes; and 
b) “Gains loom larger than losses” (see Sacchi and Stanca 2014; Mellers and Ritov 2010) that identifies investors’ 
inclination towards gain appetite.  
Since Kahneman and Tversky (1979) work on behavioral economics numerous definitions of loss aversion have 
been proposed in the literature (for an ample review see Abdellaoui et al., 2007). In the following definition we use 
definitions of loss aversion and gain appetite expressing asymmetric preferences with respect to the 
reference-point, see Bordley, LiCalzi &Tibiletti (2017) and Bordley, Tibiletti & Uberti (2016). 
Definition 2. Let u be an absolutely continuous cardinal utility function defined on the outcome set I and  the 
agent reference-point, with 0x I∈ . Then 
a) u exhibits loss aversion with respect to 0x  if  

( ) ( )0 0 0 0( ) ( )u x x u x u x u x x+ − ≤ − −  for all 0x ≥  such that 0x x I− ∈ and 0x x I+ ∈      (2.a) 
and 
b) u exhibits gain appetite with respect to 0x  if  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0u x x u x u x u x x+ − ≥ − −  for all 0x ≥  such that 0x x I− ∈ and 0x x I+ ∈     (2.b) 
In other words, a loss averse agent perceives the increment in utility from making a gain 0x ≥  measured from 
the reference-point 0x , lower or equal to the increment in disutility from bearing a loss 0x− ≤  of equal amount. 
An agent characterized by gain appetite, displays opposite risk preferences. Clearly, if 0 0x =  and ( )0 0u = , 
Definition (2.a) reduces to the definition of loss aversion introduced by Kahneman and Tversky (1979, p. 279), 

( ) ( )u x u x≤ − −  for all 0x ≥ .  
To link personal opinions about the market trend with risk preferences, a technical assumption on T is needed. 
Let T belong to the class of asymmetric absolutely continuous unimodal distributions fulfilling the van Zwet 
(1979) asymmetry conditions (Note 4) ( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≤   and ( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≥  for all 0x ≥ , 
where m x I− ∈ and m x I+ ∈  (see also Abadir 2005; Abdous and Theodorescu 1998). Most of the unimodal 
absolutely continuous asymmetric distributions satisfy these conditions, as for example any Pearson distribution of 
Type I to XII (see LiCalzi & Sorato, 2006).  

0x
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Our main result follows. 
Proposition 1. Let T be an asymmetrical absolutely continuous unimodal performance benchmark with c.d.f. u 
defined on the outcome set I, with mode M and median m, where M m≠ . Let T satisfy the van Zwet (1979) 
asymmetry conditions. Assume the investor endowed with the normalized continuous utility function u. Then, 
a) if the investor perceives a bull market trend (i.e. M m< ), then u exhibits loss aversion with respect to the 
reference-point 0x M= ; 
b) if the investor perceives a bear market trend (i.e. M m> ), then u exhibits gain appetite with respect to the 
reference-point 0x M= . 
Proposition 1 provides normative grounds to the human inclination towards loss aversion in bull markets and 
gain appetite in bear markets (see the proof in the Appendix). Almost all utility functions used in Expected 
Utility Theory and Prospect Theory satisfy the van Zwet (1979) asymmetry conditions, and then apply to 
Proposition 1 (see Tibiletti, 2017).  
4. An Application: The Disposition Effect Bias  
Proposition 1 traces the normative cause of one of the most common cognitive bias called the disposition effect 
bias (see Barberis and Xiong, 2009; Kaniel, Saar & Titmar, 2008, among others). According to that bias investors 
tend to “selling winners too early and riding losers too long” (see Shefrin and Statman, 1985). This biased 
attitude has been recently observed in the equity market trading (see Jannatunnesa, 2017).  
Since the seminal paper of Pratt (1964), agent’s attitude to risk aversion has been associated with a concave 
utility function, whereas an agent’s attitude to risk appetite (Note 5) has been related with a convex utility 
function. According to the Prospect Theory investors are endowed with an S-shaped Kahneman and Tversky 
utility function which is convex below the reference-point M and concave above. Clearly, if M is the infimum 
outcome, the utility function u turns to become concave over all the outcome domain and consequently the 
investor is risk averse at any market outcome. Opposite preferences to risk come out if M is the supremum 
market outcome. The utility function u turns to become convex and the investor is risk seeking at any market 
outcome. For any intermediate case, the S-shaped utility function u represents an investor who is risk seeking in 
dealing with market outcomes below the reference-point M and risk averse in dealing with market outcomes 
above M.  
That result spotlights the relation between the risk preferences and the investor reference-point M. The smaller 
the reference-point M, the shorter the outcome interval where u is convex and the longer that interval where u is 
concave. That indicates that the smaller the reference-point M, the less the investor behaves as a risk seeker and 
the more as a risk averse. Conversely, the higher the reference-point M, the longer the outcome interval where u 
is convex and the shorter the interval where u is concave. So the higher the reference-point M, the more the 
investor behaves as a risk seeker and the less as a risk averse.  
Now we are ready to provide a normative foundation to the disposition effect bias.  
Let the investor reference-point M be the purchase price of the stock under consideration (see Odean, 1998). By 
Definition 1.a, during a bull market trend it results M m< , so the purchase price M is smaller than the market  
stock price m. Since the utility function is concave for market stock prices higher than the purchase price M, the 
investor is risk averse. That gives a sound explanation as to why investors in bull markets are inclined “to unload 
their winning positions too early” to prevent disagreeable losses. Conversely by Definition 1.b, during a bear 
market trend it results M m> , the purchase price M is higher than the market stock price m. The utility function 
is convex over this market stock price interval and the investor becomes gain seeking. That explains why 
investors in bear markets do not want to suffer losses and so tend “to hold their losing positions too long”.  
5. Conclusions 
Recent empirical studies have documented that investors are more likely to behave with loss aversion during bull 
markets rather than during bear ones (see Hwang and Satchell, 2010; Hofschire et al 2013). In this short note we 
theoretically formalize this behavioral pattern.  
At first using the benchmark-based method we extrapolate the risk preferences through the personal expectations 
about the market trend. Then, we formalize the sentiment of loss aversion captured by the Kahneman and 
Tversky (1979, p. 279) dictum “losses loom larger than gains”; and the sentiment of gain appetite described 
through the quote “gains loom larger than losses” (see Sacchi and Stanca, 2014; Mellers and Ritov, 2010). Under 
mild technical assumptions, which are satisfied by the most popular utility functions we show that investors are 
normatively driven to be loss averse during bull markets and to be gain seeking during bear ones.  
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Our findings also have practical implications. In fact they offer a sound explanation to the disposition effect, 
described by Shefrin and Statman (1985)’s words as that biased attitude that drives investors in bull markets to 
“sell winners too early” and in bear markets to “ride losers too long”. 
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Notes 
Note 1. If F it not strictly unimodal, then M will be the midpoint of the modal set. 
Note 2. For values greater than the mode M the density function f is decreasing. If the distribution is absolutely 
continuous, it follows that  'F f=  is decreasing, so F is concave.  
Note 3. Castagnoli and LiCalzi (1996) call T a von Neumann–Morgenstern benchmark and its c.d.f. F a von 
Neumann–Morgenstern distribution. 
Note 4. The van Zwet (1979) asymmetry conditions detect the asymmetry of the distribution. Specifically, the 
former van Zwet (1979) condition is sufficient for right-skewness expressed by the van Zwet “mean-median-mode 
inequality” such that mean > median > mode; the latter van Zwet (1979) asymmetry condition is sufficient for 
left-skewness expressed by the van Zwet “mean-median-mode inequality” such that mode > median > mean. 
Note 5. It is easy to prove that loss aversion (gain appetite) is a weaker condition than risk-aversion 
(risk-seeking). 
Note 6. If the van Zwet asymmetry condition ( ) ( ) ( )1u m x u m x+ + − ≤ ≥   holds, then ( )M m< > , see van 
Zwet (1979, Theorem 1). 
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Appendix 
Proof of Proposition 1. 
a) Let M m< . The investor perceives to be in a bull market trend. By assumption, T satisfies the van Zwet 
(1979) asymmetry condition ( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≤  or ( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≥ . Since the van Zwet 
mean-median-mode inequality (Note 1) M m< holds, it follows that 

( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≤ , for all 0x ≥ , where m x I− ∈ and m x I+ ∈ . 
Since ( ) 0.5u m = , it follows 

( ) ( ) ( )2u m x u m x u m+ + − ≤ , for all 0x ≥ , so 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )u m x u m u m u m x+ − ≤ − −  for all 0x ≥ .  

Then u exhibits loss aversion with respect to the median m.  
Groeneveld and Meeden (1977) (see also Arnold and Groeneveld, 1995 eq. (2.4)) prove that if 

( ) ( ) 1u m x u m x+ + − ≤  than also ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )u M x u M u M u M x+ − ≤ − −  for any 0x ≥ . Then u exhibits loss 
aversion with respect to the mode M. The proofs of case b) follow the same hint of those of cases a). 
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